
THE HIT IT BIG MONITOR
How we help you HititBig!

The monitor is a betting tool for our clients. By
using this tool you will be better prepared to wager.
You will be able to prepare your bets with consistency
and accuracy.  Making daily profits in horse racing
a reality.  Insider money - Is money that is
wagered by a combination of players that have more
first hand knowledge and information than the majority
of us players. This is information that is not
published for the masses to see. Example, the
favorite scheduled to run today was seen by the
veterinarian in the morning; despite recommendations
ownership decides to give the horse a race anyway -
not trying to win!, an unpublished workout only a few
know about, changes of equipment in training, People
in the know Trainers, Owners, Vets, Top Handicappers,
and god forbid some fixing of races are all examples
of information we are not privy to. Besides competing
with the insiders, bad racing luck, the IRS and
race Track take their tax cut out of our hard earned
money before we see a dime of winnings back. That is
why winning is so satisfying and exciting, when you beat
the odds stacked against you from the start. I analyze the
mutual pools to uncover intrinsic value discrepancies
in the betting - A horse that we predict and has
proven statistically over a scientifically acceptable
amount of historical trials has a better win percentage
than what is reflected in the current payout on the
tote board.  The Hititbig Program rates each horse horse and
assigns probability betting value. When viewing the
monitor.

 (Please refer to the Details link on the Homepage for
  more description on the monitor report structure)

The report contains the ML - Morning Line,
ODDS - Current Odds, $$$ - Hititbig Line, $V$ - Percentage
Underlaid compared to current odds, EX - Exotic Value,
HIB - HititBig Selections (lower the Value the better
the chance of winning), LSV - Longshot Value (The
higher numbers have more value in the Exotic Pools.
Negative numbers display horses that are undervalued
and overplayed by the public - which includes insider money
that has leaked to the public (tip horses). These horses
are definitely getting the majority of the money and have
the higher probability of winning. The problem is that there
is no value to make the wager profitable in a long trial of
wagers; unless, you are using a horse with value in some other
combination with these underlaid horses to ensure a profitable
wager. The Hititbig monitor also, tracks the exacta pool.
The exacta is a great place for insiders to hide wagers
from the public eye and good handicappers alike. If I
told you that the horse that is 10:1 on the tote board
actually has a 4:1 probability to run in the exacta.
What would you do with this information? First this is
a great overlay in the win pool and secondly, a great
exacta key with a value horse in an exacta, trifecta,
superfecta, etc. The majority of players are watching
only the tote board win odds. Hititbig uses a proprietary
mathematical formulas that track the exacta combinations
that are bet. The results are displayed in a percentage
value on a given horse in the exacta pool. The monitor
displays underlaid and overlaid values in the exacta pool
on any given horse. This tool will help the bettor make
good decisions, when placing wagers to exploit the pools
and uncover hidden underlay's to increase their probability
of winning. The Hititbig monitor is also tracking show
pool money to spot plays against a horse that has been
targeted by whale bettors or some are refereed to as
bridge jumpers. Hititbig is looking for a betting
opportunities when 80% or more of the show pool is bet on
one or horse. This is a great angle to bet multiple horses
to show - against the show pool favorite and possibly see
double digit show mutual's when the favorite fails to hit
the board. This tool will help you stay organized and
focused on betting multiple tracks and races without
getting shut out. This program will save you money by keying
on horses instead of blind boxing of horses. The key to
winning consistently requires you to work at it - know
your win percentage. Preparing wagers that are within
a sustainable bankroll. Being prepared for the worst
will keep you in the game. How many handicappers have
told you I shoulda-coulda-woulda had a great day but I
ran out of money. Know your winning percentage - then
determine what bankroll is needed to sustain a bad streak
of losing and still stay in the game.  If you have
a system that hits 50% of the time be prepared to win or
lose 13 times in a row - manage your bankroll properly.

Close this window and click “Sample” to see an example of this
report.

Custom Daily
Reports & Selections!
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